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VICKY THE SLEEPY-BYE OWL                                                                                   
(VIKY, SŮVA Z NUDLÍ)

Vicky the owl likes what the world 
looks like during the day—everything is 
colourful and merrier than it is at night. 
And so instead of sleeping like other 
owls do, she prefers to stay up during 
the day. Which is why she’s tired in the 
evening and ready to go sleepy-bye. 
Her brothers tease her because of it. 
But she doesn’t care and has all kinds of 
fantastic adventures with her friend, Phil 
the squirrel.

7 x 8´
© 2024
Director: Lucie Sunková
Producers: Czech Television, Kuli Film

LUCKY FOUR                                                                                                                                             
(ČTYŘLÍSTEK)

Four inseparable friends live in the little 
town of Boomsplutter – the very clever 
professor and inventor Mousley, the 
stout-hearted and big-eating Bobby, the 
cowardly Bunny, and Fifi the cook. There 
may be just four of them, but they’ve had 
lots of amazing adventures, learning along 
the way that true friendship does not come 
at the press of a button and you don’t need 
special gloves to be considered handy, 
that even a medal made out of potatoes 
can be a ticket to the Olympics, and that 
being able to speak to animals really pays 
off. The plot really thickens when the Lucky 
Four discover the secrets of a pyramid 
and track down a wanted criminal. But of 
course, as always, our friends manage to 
overcome every obstacle in their way.

7 x 8´ 
© 2024
Director: Michal Žabka
Producers: Czech Television, 
Alkay Animation Prague, s.r.o.

LITTLE GARDEN UNDER THE STARS                                                                                         
(ZAHRÁDKA POD HVĚZDAMI)

An animated series in the tradition of 
classic Czech puppet films about a young 
Jesus and his family. The stories are not 
taken from the Bible, but are inspired by 
it and emphasise compassion, helping 
others, love and understanding, which 
are values that are valid regardless of 
one’s faith or religion. Jesus appears as 
an ordinary child, but in fact possess the 
miraculous ability to find a remedy for 
any kind of suffering. We would be able 
to do the same if we viewed the world 
with our hearts rather than our heads.

13 x 8´
© 2017, 2023
Director: Martin Otevřel
Producer: Czech Television



WHO´S AFRAID OF THE DEVILS?  
(KDOPAK BY SE ČERTŮ BÁL)

The little devil Goofbal accidentally 
presses the „Happy Tomorrow“ button 
and lands on Earth two hundred years 
later with his grandfather Blacksputter. 
They take refuge in a small castle in 
the woods, where an old devil teaches 
Goofball how to haunt and punish 
people for their wickedness. Grandpa 
is always ready to step in when the 
inexperienced and slightly confused 
Goofball finds himself in a tight spot. In 
the course of the story, the protagonists 
try to right the wrongs of children and 
adults who harm nature, cheat, brag to 
others, lie or steal.

13 X 8´ 
© 2021, 2023
Director: Jiří P. Miška
Producer: Czech Television

SNOOZY THE BADGER  
(JEZEVEC CHRUJDA)  

The hero, the badger Chrujda from the 
forest, is an inquisitive and friendly 
builder of underground tunnels, and 
when he finds himself in trouble, he 
has a bunch of real friends around 
him. Exciting stories about the need for 
friendship, about the fact that it is right 
to help the weak, not to be passive, and 
to experience new adventures.

7 x 8´
© 2022
Director: David Súkup
Producer: Czech Television

THE SMALLEST ELEPHANT  
IN THE WORLD  
(NEJMENŠÍ SLON NA SVĚTĚ)  

Animated series about a tiny elephant 
which has to survive in the vast world 
of normal elephants. He is helped by 
his little friend the crafty hyrax which, 
according to the atlas of animals, is 
a distant relative of elephants. The 
narrative excels in witty dialogue and 
amusing plots, based on everyday 
adventures and concerns that will be 
familiar to every child.

26 x 7´
© 2012-2022
Director: Libor Pixa
Producers: Czech Television, 
EALLIN (parts 8 – 20), 
Incognito s.r.o. (parts 21 – 26)



       

LITTLE RAIN WORMS 
(ŽÍŽALÁCI)  

Stories about two young rain worms, 
who always crawl out of a hole after a 
shower and start carrying out their “great 
ideas”. Sometimes they tease each other, 
but mostly they have to help each other. 
Their problem is that the bird sleeping 
in a tree above them gets disturbed by 
their mischief and when it finally wakes 
up, the bird wants to catch them. But the 
little rain worms are nifty fellows and 
they always save their skins at the last 
moment by fleeing underground.

52 x 8´ 
© 2008 – 2022
Director: Jaromír Gál
Producer: Czech Television

NO SPEECH

ANNIE AND JOEY                                                                                                                                            
(ANČA A PEPÍK)

Animated series for children, presenting 
the world of mice as resembling that of 
humans. The protagonists are two baby 
mice – Annie and Joey. Children can look 
forward to plenty of adventures, with 
elements of secrets and mysteries, in the 
seven episodes - detective stories taking 
place in Earsted Town near Spellbound 
Forest. The serial is designed for children 
over 8 years.

13 x 13´
© 2017, 2022
Director: Michal Žabka
Producer: Czech Television

THE COTTAGE ON THE HILLTOP                                                                                         
(CHALOUPKA NA VRŠKU)

A puppet series about Tomeš the 
Woodcarver and his three children – 
Mařenka, Honzík and Andulka. It is 
situated in the times when people 
lived in a much greater harmony with 
nature than we do today, and respected 
traditions. And so the woodcarver´s 
children take us through a traditional 
year in the countryside, with all the now 
almost forgotten festivals, old customs, 
crafts and field works connected with 
the crucial points of the four seasons.

26 x 7´
© 2008, 2013, 2022
Director: Šárka Váchová
Producer: Czech Television
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